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INTRODUCTION N 

Thee field of applied mathematics consists of the part of mathematics that can be 
usefull  in solving real life-problems. Since surprisingly often even the most exotic 
mathematicall  techniques can be applied on real-life problems, applied mathemat-
icss is still a very broad term. In fact, most mathematical sub-fields can be classified 
bothh under applied mathematics and pure mathematics. 

Numericall  mathematics is a field that would rarely be seen as purely theoretical 
mathematics,, since its applications are so obvious. The term numerical mathemat-
icss is not always clear to laymen; they sometimes wonder if not all mathematics is 
numerical.. Numerical mathematics focuses on mathematical methods that can be 
implementedd as computer programs, which then solve the problem under consid-
eration. . 

Evenn before the advent of computers numerical mathematics existed, but then as a 
farr more academic subject. It is only since the computer has become mainstream, 
thatt numerical mathematics has become a highly applied discipline. Due to the 
ingenuityy of modern numerical algorithms and the computational power of mod-
ernn computers, highly complex problems can be solved that could not be solved 
withoutt numerical mathematics. 

Ann important sub-field of numerical mathematics concerns the solution of ordi-
naryy differential equations (ODEs) and partial differential equations (PDEs). Many 
reall  world problems can be formulated in terms of systems of differential equa-
tions.. These can often only be solved by means of numerical mathematics. Espe-
ciallyy engineering and physics provide numerous problems formulated in terms of 
differentiall  equations, but in other disciplines differential equations are frequently 
encounteredd as well. 

Inn this thesis the focus lies on time-dependent PDEs. To solve these equations 
wee apply the method of lines. This implies that first the spatial derivatives are 
approximatedd by finite differences, i.e., they are discretized, yielding ODEs in time. 
Thenn a time stepping method is applied to integrate the resulting semi-discrete 
problemm in time. 
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Wee focus on problems with spatial variables, but the methods presented are 
equallyy well applicable to problems with other independent variables. For in-
stance,, in option pricing models one encounters the Black-Scholes equation [22]. 
Thiss equation has the form of an advection-diffusion-reaction equation when one 
interpretss the value of the underlying asset as a spatial variable. 

Thee focus of this thesis lies mostly on systems of PDEs of the advection-diffusion 
type.. These systems are frequently encountered in applications. They, for instance, 
playy a prominent role in the mathematical modelling of pollution of atmospheric 
air,, surface water and groundwater. Advanced models are three-dimensional in 
space.. Their 3D nature and the necessity of modelling transport over long time 
spanss requires very efficient algorithms and implementations of algorithms. 

Inn the past, much research has been done on developing efficient solvers, notably 
advectionn schemes, tailored integrators for stiff systems of ordinary differential 
equationss and other time stepping techniques. This has already led to significant 
progress.. However, for advanced 3D modelling, computer capacity (computing 
timee and memory) still is a severe limiting factor. 

1.11 Sparse grid combination technique 

AA technique that might be capable to overcome the dimension obstacle is the sparse 
gridd combination technique which is considered in Chapters 2,3 and 4 of this the-
sis.. This technique was proposed in 1992 by Griebel, Schneider and Zenger [9] 
andd can be viewed as a specific implementation of the sparse grid approach as first 
introducedd by Zenger in 1990 [23]. 

Prooff  of convergence of the combination technique for elliptic problems is given 
inn [4] and [19]. Error analysis for the combination technique applied to elliptic dif-
ferentiall  equations can be found in [20]. In [16] we give a point-wise error analysis 
forr the representation error that is inherent in the combination technique. 

Thee idea of the sparse grid combination technique consists of solving the problem 
nott on a single fine grid, but on a set of coarser grids with different mesh width 
aspectt ratios. The resulting solutions are then combined to obtain a single, more 
accuratee solution as if we are using a single fine grid. I.e., provided the solution 
iss sufficiently smooth, the sparse grid combination technique can yield a solution 
comparablee to a single fine grid solution at significantly lower computational costs. 

Forr example, when we denote 2D spatial grids covering the unit square and having 
meshh widths hx = 2~l and hy = 2"m by Cilm, then the set of grids used in sparse 
gridd combination consists of 

nN,OnN-l,ll  n0,N ( 1 1 ) 

andd of 
nN- l ,00N-2 , l / Q0 ,N-11 ( 1 2 ) 
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Thee solutions fl'm found on Cil'm are then combined to get a single more accurate 
solutionn fN'N on the grid Q,N>N according to 

N - l l 
fN,NfN,N _ y  ̂ pN,N rl,N-l _ y pN,N rl,N-l-l 

1=01=0 1=0 

(1.3) ) 

wheree PN,N is a prolongation operator that maps a grid function from a coarser 
gridd onto Q.N'N. In Figure 1.1 the grids with solid lines, except f l N 'N , are used in 
sparsee grid combination. 
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Figuree 1.1: Set of grids used in sparse grid combination. 

Thee total number of grid points used in the sparse grid combination technique can 
bee found by a straightforward calculation that involves summation of grid points 
inn the grids that are used, see e.g. Chapter 2 of this thesis. By doing this we find 
that,, asymptotically for large numbers of nodes n per spatial direction, the number 
off  scalar ODEs that must be solved for a spatially d-dimensional problem, is only 
proportionall  to 

n(log(n)) ) d - l l (1.4) ) 

which,, for large n, behaves as n. When we compare this with the nd scalar ODEs 
thatt we obtain from discretization on a single grid, we see that we have essentially 
reducedd a d-dimensional computation to a one-dimensional one. 

Thiss saving in complexity is only meaningful if the sparse grid combination tech-
niquee yields a solution that is sufficiently accurate. By analyzing the discretization 
errorr we find that for a p-th order spatial discretization, the error due to the sparse 
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gridd combination technique is 

O ^ l o g M ) " " 1 )) (1.5) 

(seee e.g. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis), compared to 0{hP) for a single grid of 
meshh width h. 

Thus,, neglecting the logarithmic factors in the asymptotic limit, the sparse grid 
approachh is as accurate as a single grid approach while reducing a d-dimensional 
complexityy to a one-dimensional complexity. These estimates make clear that the 
sparsee grid is especially attractive for high dimensional problems, since then the 
savingss from complexity reduction are most pronounced. 

Abovee accuracy estimates are valid for smooth solutions, especially it is desirable 
thatt higher order cross derivatives take on only moderate values. When higher 
orderr cross derivatives are large, the sparse grid combination error is generally 
muchh larger than the above estimates indicate, rendering the sparse grid combina-
tionn technique less effective than expected on the basis of the above estimates. 

Inn the combination technique a number of problems are solved on conventional 
grids.. These problems are all independent of each other, therefore the combination 
techniquee is inherently parallelizable. For a successful parallelization of a sparse 
gridd combination technique see [8]. Other publications on parallelized sparse grids 
includee [7] and [6]. The software developed in the present sparse grid research is 
currentlyy being parallelized as well. 

Inn [21] and [3] the combination technique is presented as a special case of multivari-
atee extrapolation and is compared with other multivariate extrapolation methods. 
AA distinct advantage of the combination technique, relative to the hierarchical ba-
siss implementation of the sparse-grid technique as introduced in [23], is that the 
formerr involves a straightforward discretization and solution of the PDEs on con-
ventionall  grids while the latter leads to a linear algebra problem with nearly full 
matrix. . 

Generallyy the sparse grid method is studied in the context of finite element meth-
ods,, however, in [13] and [14] a sparse grid finite volume method is presented. 
Inn [2] an implementation is worked out in detail for multidimensional Helmholtz 
equations. . 

Theree are similarities between sparse grid methods and semi-coarsened multi grid; 
inn fact the methodologies can be combined (see for instance [18] and [11]). 

Anotherr important possibility of the sparse grid method is adaptivity. By intro-
ducingg suitable accuracy measures, adaptive sparse grids can automatically cap-
turee important features of a solution. In [17] an adaptive sparse grid approach 
iss successfully applied to a problem which has a solution with strongly localized, 
anisotropicc features. 

Thee majority of sparse grid publications is concerned with application to elliptic 
differentiall  equations. Some exceptions are [10] which deals with time-dependent 
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fluidfluid  dynamic problems, [12] which deals with hyperbolic conservation laws, and 
[1]]  which deals with parabolic problems. 

1.22 Mixed gradient-diffusion equations 

Inn Chapter 5 the focus of this thesis shifts towards the numerical solution of mixed 
gradient-diffusionn equations. The gradient equations are ordinary differential 
equationss while the diffusion equations are partial differential equations. Solv-
ingg these different sets of equations simultaneously is a numerical challenge since 
itt is not a priori obvious how to implement the coupling between the different sets 
off  equations. 

Thee motivating application behind the work on mixed gradient-diffusion equa-
tionss is an axon growth model presented in [15], see also [5]. In this model the gra-
dientt equations describe the growth of the axons in linear combinations of gradient 
fieldss of chemical concentrations, so-called attractants and repellents. These attrac-
tantss and repellents are solutions of the diffusion equations with source terms. The 
numericall  challenge is to accurately compute the paths of the particles in the nu-
mericallyy computed concentration fields. 

Numericall  modelling of axon growth contributes to the understanding of the 
growthh process of axons which in turn is indispensable for future medical ap-
plications.. Treatment for neural disorders can be improved in a systematic way 
onlyy with understanding of the underlying biological process. Axon growth is one 
off  these underlying processes which is certainly not fully understood [15]. Besides 
modellingg of axon growth, mixed gradient-diffusion equations have a much wider 
rangee of application, but in this thesis we focus on the axon growth application. 

1.33 Thesis outline 

Chapterss 2,3 and 4 deal with the sparse grid combination technique while Chap-
terr 5 focusses on a method for solving mixed gradient-diffusion equations. Ini-
tiallyy we did apply the sparse grid combination technique to the mixed gradient-
diffusionn problem, but we found that this yielded no significant gains relative to a 
singlee grid approach and abandoned it. 

Chapterr 2 focusses on the sparse grid combination technique as a means of func-
tionn representation. We present expressions for the approximation error inherent 
inn the sparse grid combination technique. We call this error the representation 
error.. Some numerical examples illustrate that the sparse grid combination tech-
niquee is an efficient means of function representation relative to representation on 
aa single grid. 

Chapterr 3 considers the sparse grid combination technique applied to pure advec-
tionn problems. Explicit error expressions are derived for the discretization error 
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thatt comes forth from the spatial discretization of the PDE. Intermediate combi-
nationss are introduced as a means of communication between the different grids. 
AA number of test cases is considered numerically. The sparse grid combination 
techniquee is shown to be efficient relative to a single grid, but it is also noted that 
ann even greater gain in efficiency can be achieved by using the simpler Richardson 
extrapolation. . 

Chapterr 4 deals with the sparse grid combination technique applied to mixed 
advection-diffusionn problems. In this chapter more attention is paid to time inte-
grationn aspects. In particular, a highly efficient third order Rosenbrock time march-
ingg scheme is used, with approximate matrix factorization. Again, expressions are 
derivedd for the discretization error. This chapter focusses especially on problems 
withh grid aligned solution layers. It becomes clear that the sparse grid combination 
techniquee is especially suited for this type of problem. However, for a more gen-
erall  test case, the two dimensional Burgers' equations, the sparse grid combination 
techniquee is not more efficient than a single grid approach. 

Inn Chapter 5 we study the axon growth model. This model takes the form of 
aa mixed gradient-diffusion problem. The diffusion equations are spatially dis-
cretizedd yielding a large set of ODEs. Together with the gradient equations this 
sett is solved using a second order Rosenbrock scheme with approximate Jacobian. 
AA key question for axon growth is whether bundling and debundling of axons oc-
curs.. It is shown that for our model problem this can indeed occur, albeit for a 
narroww range of parameter values. Furthermore, it is shown that it is essential to 
properlyy match interpolation and computation of gradients and source terms. If 
thesee are not properly matched the axon path approximations can become highly 
irregular. . 
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